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OVERVIEW

The Vault of Brilliance is a 3D interactive virtual 
museum, exhibiting inventions of the past with 
steampunk environment aesthetics. 



PROJECT BRIEF

Adaptations – Environment Artist

With this project I have created a fully playable 
virtual museum focusing on the quality and the 
quantity of the environment art implemented. 
All of the assets in the game are personally 
made using research references. There are a 
few scripted interactions in the game guided by 
past experiences and tutorial sources.



Project Planning
Brainstorming



Project Planning
Research 01 

Timeline history of light



Project Planning
Research 02 

Contraption machine 
ideas from Rube 

Goldberg machine



Project Planning
Flowchart



Project Workflow



Project Pipeline



COLOR SCHEME



VISUAL RESEARCH



VISUAL RESEARCH - MOOD AND LIGHTING
Mood and 

Lighting



VISUAL RESEARCH - ENVIRONMENTEnvironment



VISUAL RESEARCH - PROPSAssets



Project Planning
Level Design Sketch 

in Photoshop



Project Planning
Dividing sections for 

work purposes



Grey Boxing
Blocking in 3D 

software - Maya 
2017



Grey Boxing
Level Design in 3D 
software - Maya 

2017



Grey Boxing
Top View in Engine –
Unreal Engine 4.18



Grey Boxing
Front View in Engine 
– Unreal Engine 4.18



3D Modelling



Modular Assets
“The walls, ceilings 
and floors are the 

only modular asset 
in the level.”



3DS MAX 2017
“Using 3Ds Max to 

reduce the time 
taken to create 

complex object, as 
this software have a 

lot of presets to 
kickstart the 

process.”



MAYA 2017
“Using Maya to clean 

up the mesh 
hierarchy with 
correct naming 

convention. As well 
as to UV unwrap for 

texturing and to 
create animation.”



UV Mapping and Texturing - WORKFLOW



High to Low Poly
“These steps are an 

example and is repeated 
for all assets.” 

Modelled the barrel in 
high poly and re-

modelled it to low poly 
mesh



UV Mapping
Screenshot of the 

barrel UV Map 



Texturing
Using Substance 
Painter to do the 

high poly to low poly 
bake for Normal 

maps and texture



Import Texture
Export from 

Substance Painter to 
Unreal Engine 4



Material
“After applying the 

material, the mesh is 
placed in the 
environment 
accordingly.”



ASSETS OPTIMIZATION - OVERVIEW 



PBR Material
“Keeping it low poly 
and light. These are 

few example technics 
used to make this 

project game ready.”



Height Maps
“These rocks are not an 
actual 3D mesh, it is a 

masked material 
generated from an atlas 
texture of tree barks and 
played around with the 

height maps and lighting 
in the scene to make it 
look like a 3D rocks.”



Example
“It is a simple plane 

mesh with PBR 
Material to minimize 

the poly counts.”



Bump Maps 
“Using bump 

material in Substance 
Painter to create 

these screws and fan 
holes.”



Compressing Files
“Imported only low poly 
models and packed file 

texture to engine in 
order to reduce the 

memory used.”



ANIMATION - WORKFLOW



Bake Animation
”All animation in the 
level is animated and 

baked using Maya 
2017.”



Import to Engine



Placed in the 
world



Blueprint
Triggering the 

animations in level 
blueprint



SCRIPTED EVENTS



Top View
In Engine top down 

view of the
wireframe

Start Level

History of light level

Rube Goldberg’s Level



Animated title 
and Gate

“Get closer to the 
podium to play an 

animated title and open 
the gate.”

Start Level

Podium to trigger the 
animated title and the 
gate

Animated Title

Gate



Train Ride
Player have to ride a 

train to go to the 
next level

200 metres long 
Train ride 

Start Level

Train Gate

Train Ride

Podium Trigger to open the gate

History of light Level



History of light 
level

End of train ride

Podium Play media

Podium Control of fire trigger short animation

Podium Lighting an oil lamp trigger

PodiumCandles trigger

Podium Edison’s lamp trigger

Podium

Gas lamp trigger
Podium

Arc lamp trigger

Podium

Podium

Podium

Argand’s lamp trigger

Tesla’s lamp trigger

Start of train ride



Rube Goldberg’s 
Contraption 

Machine level

Podium to trigger the 
Contraption Machine

Contraption machine
End 

Game



Podium 
Blueprint

“On event begin play -
calling dynamic material 

instances for the light 
components.”



Podium 
Blueprint

“On overlap trigger 
box – play animation 

and sound.”

Sound

Lever animation



Podium 
Blueprint

“After lever animation 
finished then green light 

for on indication and 
triggering machine 

starts audio are called.”

Lever animation finished1

2 3 4

5 Green light on

Audio cues



Podium 
Blueprint

“After green light is on, 
yellow lights are called 

to count an event.”

Audio cues

Lights on



Podium 
Blueprint

“Then any event is 
called.”



AUDIO - WORKFLOW



Audio Source
www.audioblocks.com
“All audio integrated in 

the game is downloaded 
from audioblocks.”

http://www.audioblocks.com/


Audio Editing
Using Premier Pro to 
edit the downloaded 
tracks, as well as to 

change the file 
format to 16 bit .wav



Importing Audio
Each track have its 

own cue, sound 
attenuation and an 

actor blueprint



“An audio volume actor 
was created because 
every section of the 
level have its own 

unique audio track and 
allows the player to go 
back to the previous 

area to play the music 
without starting over 

the track.”



Audio Volume 
Actor 

The actor consists of two 
components, a bounding 

box and an audio 
component



Audio Volume Actor Blueprint
This blueprint allows the player to play an audio track when entering the 
audio volume. When re-entering, the audio track will play based on the 
current playtime of the cue. 



LEVEL SCREENSHOTS



Level A
This level is where the player starts. The player can activate an animated title and opens the gate to the 
next level.



Level B
The museum lobby that can lead the player to the train by opening the gate.



Level C
Train Ride to level D.



Level D - Entrance
The history of light exhibition, displaying a timeline of lighting being used and their inventors starting from 
125.000 .B.C until 1893s. The pictures displayed on the right are an overview of the exhibition inside. There 
is an audio played to guide the player through each of the display.



Level D – Exhibit 01 (Control of fire by early humans)
The control of fire in 125.000 .B.C where “Homo Erectus” started using fire to cook raw meat and to 
provide warmth. There is an animated display on how they light the fire long time ago. 



Level D - Exhibit 02 (Oil Lamp)
An ancient oil lamp first used in the middle east. It is made out of clay with fiber wicks attached to the end 
of the pot. To maintain  the wick to burn longer they used various fuels or oils coming from an animal fats, 
plants and seeds. These oil lamps are commonly associated with “Aladdin” a story in which rubbing an oil 
lamp that can summon a genie dwelling in it



Level D - Exhibit 03 (Candles)
Candles are first used in China during Qin Dynasty as their source of light. The candle wax are made out of 
a whale fats. 



Level D - Exhibit 04 (The Argand Lamp)
The Argand Lamp, a kind of oil lamp, was invented and patented in 1780 by Aimé Argand. 



Level D - Exhibit 05 (Gas Lamp)
William Murdoch, the inventor of gas lamps. In early 1790s these gas lamps are in used in most streets in 
Paris.



Level D - Exhibit 06 (The first arc lamp)
The carbon arc lamp was the first widely-used type of electric light and the first commercially successful 
form of electric lamp.



Level D - Exhibit 07 (The Incandescent light bulb)
Thomas Alva Edison was the inventor of the most durable incandescent light bulb and was the first 
commercially viable ones in the late 18th centuries. These light bulbs are still being used today. The scene is 
a replica of Edison’s Laboratory in Menlo Park, New Jersey. The reference of the scene is taken from a 
documentary movie called “The American Genius”.



Level D - Exhibit 08 (The Wireless Lamp)
Nikola Tesla’s wireless lamp. After being fired from Edison’s company, Tesla become Edison’s number one 
rival and he invented his own kind of light bulb which can light up without any wires attached. The scene is 
a mock up of his early workshop in his basement at his home before he had his own company. The 
reference of the scene is taken from a documentary movie called “The American Genius”.



Level E – Rube Goldberg’s Exhibits
The Great ball contraption is a machine which receives balls from one module and passes them to another 
module. These balls will continuously loops along the modules. This idea was inspired by Rube Goldberg’s 
contraption machine. 



GAMEPLAY VIDEO

https://youtu.be/O1RFVLLQrGA



CREDITS

• Audio Source

• www.Audioblocks.com

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4vuXA5Zjic (Arabic)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kk6K_5fxZs (China)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUvuXJP_LOg (AimeArgand)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lJ0FDKiyjI (Murdoch)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ult17NSyEDA (Davy)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCPsPypRrg0 (Edison)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soxPknRyH-k (Tesla)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTevoUhDeoM (Rube)

• Media Texture (Control of Fire)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ygpzm0S_rPQ&t=100s

http://www.audioblocks.com/


THANK YOU
www.sefarfi.com


